The response of a lightly damped resonator with a set of substantially less massive attached oscillators has been studied. The collection of attached oscillators is known as a subordinate oscillator array (SOA). An SOA can function as an energy sink, extracting vibration energy from the primary mass and thus adding apparent damping to the system. We have shown that the limit of apparent damping achievable for this class of system is the inverse of non-dimensional bandwidth (ratio of the bandwidth to the fundamental frequency of the primary oscillator). In practice, the utility of this result is limited because a great deal of mass (~25% of primary) is required to approach critical damping. The mass of the subordinate set required to achieve the most rapid energy transfer from the primary is proportional to the non-dimensional bandwidth squared. Low apparent Q is achieved by increasing non-dimensional bandwidth. The presentation will describe numerical optimizations that investigate the impact of the SOA bandwidth, the mass ratio (the ratio of the total mass of the SOA to the mass of the primary structure) and the apparent damping of the system.
INTRODUCTION
Vibration suppression is a broad topic that has been studied for many years from a variety of perspectives [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . While many researchers have examined both active and passive methods of vibration suppression, the topic remains relevant as more innovative methods of vibration suppression are being researched. In many applications, unwanted vibration is still a major engineering challenge and becomes more so as devices move downscale to MEMS and NEMS.
A number of researchers [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have shown that an array of small oscillators attached to a larger resonant structure can act as an energy sink, rapidly transfering energy from the primary structure and dissipating it before it returns. This has the effect of damping the vibration of the master structure. The ability of a subordinate oscillator array (SOA) to add this apparent damping depends on the distribution of the properties of the SOA elements, as shown in our earlier work [14] . That work also shows that the maximum apparent damping is related only to the bandwidth of the SOA, Q app = 1/Δ . However, a substantial amount of mass is required to provide significant damping, which can be impractical for damping applications (to approach critical damping, Q app = 1/2, the mass of the array must approach the mass of the primary structure) Figure 1 shows the primary structure (with mass m p , stiffness k p , and damping c p ). There are N elements in the SOA and the properties of the attachments are described by mass m n , stiffness k n and damping c n , where n = 1... N. Each of the SOA elements has a natural frequency when isolated from the rest of the system, with the indices n arranged in order of increasing frequency ω n . The non-dimensionalized system bandwidth, Δ, is the ratio of the frequency range of the SOA elements to the isolated natural frequency of the primary structure:
SYSTEM MODEL
and we consider cases in which the band of the SOA elements surounds the isolated natural frequency primary structure, ω 1 < ω p < ω N . The mass ratio, μ, of the system is defined as the ratio of the total mass of the SOA elements to the mass of the primary structure.
Another key characteristic of this system is the relative density or "packing" of the natural frequencies within the bandwidth. We define this characteristic as the modal overlap parameter, η, which is defined as the ratio of the average half-power bandwidth (〈1/Q n 〉 in nondimensional form to the average spacing between isolated natural frequencies (
DAMPING APPLICATION OF SOA
For damping applications, the SOA properties can be designed so that mechanical energy is rapidly transferred from the primary structure to the subordinate set. This energy remains trapped in the SOA elements for a period of time that is a function of the number of elements, N, the non-dimensional bandwidth Δ, and a distribution parameter p this is defined in the earlier paper [8] . The non-dimensional form of this expression is given by τ return = N pΔ and gives the return time in terms of number of cycles of oscillation of the primary structure in the absence of the SOA. For this work, it is assumed that the primary structure has little intrinsic damping.
In this model, the input impedance of the primary mass is given as a function of non-dimensional frequency,Ω = ω ω p , by Z p (Ω), which can be expressed as the sum of the input impedance of the primary structure with no attachments,
an additional impedance term associated with the array of SOA elements. This sum, which represents the resistive and reactive parts of the impedance, is expressed as follows:
where
In this non-dimensional expression, the subscripts p and n refer to properties of the primary structure and n th subordinate oscillator, respectively. Normalized mass α n = m n /m p is the ratio of the n th subordinate element's mass to that of the primary. Element quality factor Q n = ω n m n c n is related to the dissipation in the n th subordinate element (if the element were isolated from the rest of the system, it would have a natural frequency ω n = k n /m n and a resonance with a quality factor Q n ), and Q p is similarly related to the dissipation in the primary structure. β n = ω n /ω p is the isolated subordinate oscillator natural frequency normalized by the isolated natural frequency of the primary structure. With the expression for mechanical impedance, Eq. 4, the time response to any forcing function can be determined.
Previous work [14] shows that a particular combination of parameters (η, μ, and distributions of β n and α n ) yields maximum apparent damping. The modal overlap parameter, η, must be ≥ 2, to ensure that the energy in the subordinate elements is dissipated before the return time τ return . The mass ratio necessary to achieve the most rapid energy transfer to the subordinate array is μ ≈ Δ 2 /4. The mass distribution, α n , is linear, and the frequency distribution, β n , is anti-symmetric [8] with frequency distribution shape parameter, p ≈ 0.9 [8] ).
With that combination of parameter definitions, the best apparent Q app is 1/Δ. Figure 2 shows the effect of mass ratio, μ, which is expressed as a function of the SOA bandwidth, on the apparent system damping. The fastest settling time occurs for mass ratio μ = Δ 2 4 . As mass ratio decreases, the time taken for energy transfer to the SOA (apparent dissipation) is greater. The determined optimum mass ratio (i.e. for fastest settling) means that for a Q app ≈ 1, the SOA has to be 25% of the primary mass which is a relatively substantial amount.
EXTENDED BAND SOA
This extended-band investigation was driven by the potential impracticality of the large mass addition needed to approach critical damping. Numerical simulation over a range of wider bandwidths seeks to optimize apparent Q app for more moderate amounts of required mass. For this simulation, SOA system parameters included a linear mass distribution, geometric frequency distribution, and nominally constant quality factor distribution. Figure 3 shows Q app as a function of mass ratio for a range of nondimensional bandwidths, 1 < Δ < 10. For constant bandwidth, increasing the mass ratio results in lower apparent Q app . Alternatively, increasing bandwidth for various levels of constant mass ratio increases apparent Q app . The surface in Figure 3 illustrates the trade-off space for mass ratio, nondimensional bandwidth and apparent Q app .
CONCLUSION
The SOA has the ability to trap and dissipate vibration energy. It has been shown that the best apparent Q app is approximately 1/Δ. This work explored a change in bandwidth as a possible means to relax the mass requirement. The results show that over a mass ratio range of 1 to 25% apparent Q app is inversially proportional to the mass ratio regardless of the bandwidth of the SOA elements. Additionally, extending the bandwidth while holding the mass ratio constant increases the apparent Q app , by approximately the square root of the non-dimensional bandwidth. Similarly, this result is also nominally independent of mass ratio. For the range of parameters investigated, bandwidth adjustment have a limited effect on the added mass needed for optimal damping.
